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ON THE RELATIVE STRENGTH
OF TWO ABSOLUTE SUMMABILITY METHODS

HÜSEY IN bor

(Communicated by Andrew M. Bruckner)

Abstract. In this paper we prove a theorem concerning the relative strength of

\R,P„\k and \R,qn\k summability methods, k > 1 , that generalizes a result

of Bosanquet [1].

1. Introduction

Let J2 an be a given infinite series with the sequence of partial sums (sn ).

By un we denote the «th (C, 1) mean of the sequence (sn). Theseries J2an

is said to be summable \C, l\k, k > 1, if (see [2])

oo
/i   < \ V*    k—l, ¡k
(1.1) }_^n     \un-un_x\   <oo.

«=i

Let (pn) be a sequence of positive numbers such that

n

(1.2) ^ = !>«-> °°   as«-oo       (P_i=p_l = 0, i>l).

The sequence-to-sequence transformation

1    -
O-3) tn = p-J2PvSv

defines the sequence (tn) of the Riesz means of the sequence (sn), generated

by the sequence of coefficients (pn) (see [3]). We say that the series J2an *s

said to be summable \R, pn\k, k > I, if

oo

(1.4) E«*-1!',,-'„_/<«>■
M=l

In the special case when pn = 1 for all values of n (resp. k—l), then \R, pn\k

summability is the same as \C, l\k (resp.  \R, pn\) summability.
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A summability method P is said to be stronger than another summability

method Q, if the summability of a series by the method Q implies its summa-

bility by the method P. If, in addition, the method P sums the series to the

same sum as that obtained by Q, the method P is said to include the method

Q.

2. Bosanquet's theorem

The following result concerning the relative strength of two absolute summa-

bility methods is due to Bosanquet [1].

Theorem A. Suppose that pn > 0, Pn —► oo and suppose similarly that qn > 0,

Qn —» oo. In the case k = I, in order that

(2.1) \R,pn\k^\R,qn\k

it is necessary and sufficient that

(2-2) qnPn/pnQn = 0(l).

3. Main theorem

We may ask whether a like result holds for k > 1 . Therefore, the aim of this

paper is to prove a theorem concerning the relative strength of \R, pn\k and

\R, qn\k summability methods, with k > 1 . Now, we shall prove the following:

Theorem. Let k > 1. In order for (2.1) to hold, (2.2) is necessary. If we suppose

that
oo     „k~l„k (»■*-•    fc-1 Ï

(3-D EV1^ \V     }.
n=v S¿n\¿„-\ \ \¿v J

then (2.2) is also sufficient.

Remark. If we take k = 1, then condition (3.1) is obvious.

4. Lemma

We need the following lemma for the proof of our theorem.

Lemma. Let k > I  and let A = (anv)  be an infinite matrix.   In order that

A £ (I  ; I ) it is necessary that

(4.1) anv = 0(l)       (alln,v).

Proof. Since / c lk c /°° it follows that if A £ (lk ; lk), then we must have

(4.2) A£(l;l°°).

However, (4.1) is necessary for (4.2). This completes the proof of the lemma.

5. Proof of the theorem

Necessity. Now, let the (R, pn) transform of ^an , expressed in series form,

be J2bn, and let the (R, qn) transform of 2^an, expressed in series form, be
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2 cn . Then, for « > 1, we have

n   n-l v=i

Hence
P    P P    P

P    a  =   "-' "b -   ""' n~2b   ..
n-l   n „ n „ n—l

¿n fn-2

And therefore,

(5-2) an = !-*-h--*=±bn  ,.v       ) n       p     n      p n-l
rn yn-l

(In the case « = 1 , we take P x =0.) Also, for « > 1, we have

^n^n-l v=i

If we put (5.2) in (5.3), we get

c = —i>_Vo      t^-b -^b

(5.4)

"    Q Q   , z^^"-' I p   "    p   . "-'

n-l
6«   /~ - -        «  \   .    «n^«

hSr(ß.-ip.-v.ß,) + ̂ .-
>£-n>£-n —1 «I—I     " r n^-n

1-1/fc,
Now, from (4.1) we can write down the matrix transforming (« ~    bn) into

(n1-1' cn). The assertion (2.1) is equivalent to the assertion that this matrix

£ (I ; I ). Hence, by the lemma, a necessary condition for (2.1) is that the

elements of this matrix should be bounded. In particular, it is necessary that

the diagonal elements should be bounded, and this gives us the result that (2.2)

is necessary.

Sufficiency. Let cn x denote the sum on the right-hand side of (5.4) and let cn 2

denote the second term on the right-hand side of (5.4). Suppose the conditions

are satisfied. Then, it is enough to show that, if

(5.5) xy->/<00'
n=l

then
oo

(5.6) E"*"'lci./<0°       (*'=1>2).
B=l

For / = 2 this is an immediate corollary of (2.2). To complete the proof of the

sufficiency, it is enough to show that

oo
fc-1

l

n=l

c     ,|    <00.
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We have

QV.,PV - PV.{QV = -PVQV +PVQV = 0(pvQv),    by (2.2).

Now, applying Holder's inequality with k > 1, we have

oo oo Ac (n-l ~\

E"k-\,i\k-0(l)Znk-l-j^\E\bJQA
n=l n=l \S¿n\¿n-\)      \v=\ )

oo    „k—l   k    (n-l "j i      .      n—1

= o(€^ Ei*A<c/*.>*\Aw-H%
oo     „k-^k    (n-l "j

«=i \¿n\¿n-\ \v=\ )

oo oo       k-l   k

= o(i)Yi\b/^Qj^E-^rL-
v=l n=v s¿n\¿n-\

oo k-l   k-l

= 0(l)J^\bv\kqv(QJqv)k        »"     ,     by (3.1).
V=l "v

Hence
oo oo

k-l,        ,k       „,is\-^   k-l,,   ,k
5>*  k„,,r=o(i)Ev  >/<«>.   by(5-5).
M=l t)=l

This completes the proof of the theorem.

If we take pn = l for all values of « , then we get the following corollary

from our theorem.

Corollary. Suppose that qn> 0, Qn —> oo. Let k > I. In order that \C, l\k =>

\R,qn\k it is necessary that

(i) nqn = 0(Qn).

If condition (3.1) is satisfied, then condition (i) is also sufficient.
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